Year of the Sheep Figurines

What to Expect in 2015, the Year of the Sheep

If you have been working hard on a difficult project or achieving a goal the past 2 years, then 2015 is the year to enjoy the results. Your hard work will pay off with no regrets! If you worked especially hard in 2014, then expect good fortune to continue and 2015 to be the year to review your great achievement.

The sheep is also a symbol of peace and harmony. Although war seems imminent, the 2015 Year of the Sheep will bring mending, compromise and peace. The healing process will begin in spite of horrific events caused by people who have little or no respect for human life. 2015 will be a year for everyone to come together in faith, knowing that better things are ahead.


What to Expect for People Born in the Year of the Sheep

Among all the Zodiac animals, a person born in the Year of the Sheep is very likeable because of their kindness, tenderness and gentleness. Since long ago, the sheep’s fleece has been used to make calligraphy brushes and keep people warm. Being that the sheep is usually white, it symbolizes good things.

People born in the Year of the Sheep will face challenges before knowing their true destiny. Don’t let shyness or anything challenging hold you back. Rather, face them and embrace the rewards afterward. Although the challenge may be difficult, take advantage of the opportunity before it slips away.


Made in Japan.

#128 Hamaya
8.25"H x 7.5" Across $78.00

#64 Sheep with Seven Gods
(S) 2.25"H x 2.75" Across $78.00

#79 Oyako Pair
(S) 3"H x 3" Across $78.00

#41 Koyakushi
7"H x 8"Across $156.00

Sheep with Children
8.5"H Clay $69.00

#91 Kinsai Fuku Tsuchi
3.5"H x 3"Across $15.60

#88 Gold Kinyo
3"H x 3"Across $8.60

#135 Bell
2"H x 2.5"Across $4.35

#141 Sheep
2"H x 2.5"Across $8.50

#74 Shisho, Yume-Hitsuji
(S) 2"H x 2" Across $23.40

#141 Sheep
2"H x 2.5"Across $8.50

#88 Gold Kinyo
3"H x 3"Across $8.60

#101 Seiji Oyako
(S) 2"H x 2.5" Across $15.60

#91 Kinsai Fuku Tsuchi
3.5"H x 3"Across $15.60

#88 Gold Kinyo
3"H x 3"Across $8.60

#101 Seiji Oyako
(S) 2"H x 2.5" Across $15.60